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The Deluxe Burger 

 

Exceeding Expectations 

 Rich details that go with the topic. 

 All sentences have correct end punctuation. 

 Capital letters are used properly. 

 Many interesting words. 

 Uses quotation marks properly. 

 Sentences are complete and are of different lengths. 

 There is a strong beginning, meaty middle, and clear ending. 

 Items in a list are separated with commas.  

 All “No Excuse Spelling Words” are spelled properly. 

 More challenging words are spelled properly (looked up in the dictionary). 

 Story is very clear and entertains the reader. 

 Story is more than 10 sentences in length. 
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Regular  

Hamburger with Ketchup 

and Mustard 

 

Meeting  Expectations 

 Several details that go with the topic. 

 Almost every sentence has correct end punctuation. 

 Capital letters are used properly most of the time.  

 Some interesting words. 

 A few longer sentences. Most sentences are complete.  

 There is a beginning, middle and end. 

 Attempts commas or quotation marks. 

 Most “No Excuse Spelling Words” are spelled properly. 

 More challenging words are sounded out and can be understood by the reader. 

 Story is clear. 

 Story has at least 10 sentences in length. 
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Small 

Hamburger 

 

Approaching 

Expectations 

 

 A few details that go with the topic. 

 Beginning, middle has some details and a short or unclear ending.  

 Capital letters are rarely used properly. 

 Short sentences. 

 End punctuation is missing from most sentences. 

 Many “No Excuse Spelling Words” are misspelled.  

 More challenging words are sounded out and can sometimes be understood by the reader. 

 Story is difficult to read.  

 Story is less than 10 sentences in length. 
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Burger 

on a Bun 

 

Working Below 

Expectations 

 Details do not stay on topic. 

 No clear beginning, middle, or end. 

 Capital letters and punctuation are rarely used.  

 Sentences are incomplete. 

 Most “No Excuse Spelling Words” are sounded out instead of being spelled properly. 

 Story is less than 5 sentences in legth. 

 

 


